Fog deposition and accumulation on smooth and textured hydrophobic surfaces.
We investigated the deposition and accumulation of droplets on both smooth substrates and substrates textured with square pillars, which were tens of micrometers in size. After being coated with a hydrophobic monolayer, substrates were placed in an air flow with a sedimenting suspension of micrometer-sized water droplets (i.e., fog). We imaged the accumulation of water and measured the evolution of the mean drop size. On smooth substrates, the deposition process was qualitatively similar to condensation, but differences in length scale revealed a transient regime not reported in condensation experiments. Based on previous simulation results, we defined a time-scale characterizing the transition to steady-state behavior. On textured substrates, square pillars promoted spatial ordering of accumulated drops. Furthermore, texture regulated drop growth: first enhancing coalescence when the mean drop size was smaller than the pillar, and then inhibiting coalescence when drops were comparable to the pillar size. This inhibition led to a monodisperse drop regime, in which drop sizes varied by less than 5%. When these monodisperse drops grew sufficiently large, they coalesced and could either remain suspended on pillars (i.e., Cassie-Baxter state) or wet the substrate (i.e., Wenzel state).